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Club Media Brief
The Military Brotherhood MMC (MBMMC) is a military motorcycle club with sub branches being raised
around Australia. It is a Club for serving and ex-serving members of the Australian Defence Forces,
Commonwealth and Allied forces, their families, friends and their supporter base. The MBMMC is a club that
will not discriminate between male and female members or supporters.
The MBMMC commenced in 2009. Its mission: to provide a ‘safe haven’ incorporating camaraderie, mateship
and support to all members and non-members, while providing a common and enduring bond through
Defence service and motorcycles. The MBMMC is a recognised and approved Ex-Service Organization (ESO)
and provides qualified welfare, pension and advocacy support to ex-service members and Veterans through a
working relationship with the Department of Veterans Affairs (DVA) and other Ex Services Organisations
(ESO).
The MBMMC is also a dedicated supporter of Legacy Australia and actively raises funds at every opportunity
for Legacy families.
The MBMMC operates in strict accordance with Department of Defence policies. We do not allow non
prescription drugs, violence, criminal behaviour or discrimination in any form.
The ‘Veterans Assistance Centre Slipper’ (VAC SLIPPER) (NATHQ) was officially opened by Senator for
Queensland, Senator Sue Boyce, on 11th June 2011. VAC SLIPPER operates as a ‘drop in’ centre and provides a
‘safe haven’ environment for members, ex-service members and Veterans who need a dedicated place to mix
with like minded individuals while dealing with their personal issues.
Assistance is provided to all Veterans and ex-Defence members regardless of their past or present
circumstances. Whether they are in jail, in any other motorcycle club, or associated with any other group, we
believe that ‘if you served your country in its Defence Forces, you will get our help’ as long as necessary.
Sub Branches have now been raised in BRISBANE, IPSWICH, TOWNSVILLE, CANBERRA, HERVEY BAY,
COOLOOLA COAST, PERTH NORTH, IPSWICH, ADELAIDE, PERTH SOUTH, SYDNEY, HUNTER VALLEY,
ROCKINGHAM, GOLD COAST, PERTH CENTRAL, HOBART, NEWCASTLE, MID NTH COAST, PORT STEVENS,
BRISBANE EAST, LOGAN and MELBOURNE. Additionally members in NEW ZEALAND have started two Sub
Branches.
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Other single members are located throughout Australia, with a determination to raise Sub Branches in their
locality.
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